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� Paper addressed heat transfer in beds
packed with agricultural waste.

� Air flow rate and bed height markedly
affected radial temperature profiles.
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reliable simulation of bioreactors.
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Heat transfer studies were carried out in packed-beds (PBs) heated by the wall and percolated by low air
flow rates. Porous media were composed by particles of sugarcane bagasse (SCB) and by a mixture of par-
ticles of SCB, orange pulp and peel (OPP) and wheat bran (WB) at proportion SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w
(composed medium), agricultural waste used as substrates in bioreactors of solid-state fermentation
(SSF), an interesting biotechnological application of PBs. Once metabolic heat generated has to be dissi-
pated, heat transfer studies and thermal parameters are required. Tube-to-particle diameter ratio was D/
dp = 260, bed height ranged from L = 60 to 180 mm, while air flow rate ranged from 400 to 1200 L/h. Air
temperature was 40 �C and wall temperature 65 �C. The outlet bed temperatures (TL) were measured by
ring-shaped sensors and by aligned thermocouples. Average temperatures (Tavg) and global heat transfer
coefficients (U) were calculated separately for central region of the beds and for wall-vicinity. Radial
effective thermal conductivity (Kr) and wall-to-fluid convective heat transfer coefficient (awall) have been
estimated by means of the traditional two-parameters model. Radial temperature profiles at bed outlet
were flattened in the central region and convergent at the edge of the packs. The two-regions approxima-
tion for U calculations showed to be appropriate for both packs. Global coefficient U, thermal conductivity
Kr and convective coefficient awall increased with increasing air flow rate and decreased with bed height.
Kr tended to the stagnant value of the thermal conductivity and awall were lower than 50 W/m2/�C,
addressing the difficulty on removing metabolic heat from PBs of SSF.

� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The study of heat transfer in fixed beds packed with a porous
solid matrix percolated by a fluid is basic for comprehension of
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thermal phenomena in particulate systems, which are widely used
in important unit operations in chemical and food industries.
Applications examples include the use of packed-beds (PBs) as sep-
arators, absorbers, dryers, filters and heat exchangers (Thoméo and
Freire, 2012; Wen and Ding, 2006), besides to be very frequently
used as chemical and biochemical reactors, where strongly
exothermic irreversible reactions take place. For reactors, the study
of heat transfer become even more relevant, once the knowledge of
temperature profiles is necessary for a better understanding of
chemical and biochemical reactions rates and yields (Thoméo
et al., 2004).

A specific application of this kind of fixed beds is their use as
packed-bed bioreactors (PBBs) for solid-state fermentation (SSF),
a biotechnological process in which agro-industrial by-products
are applied as substrates to produce high-added value products,
such as several types of enzymes. In other words, by means of
SSF, primary or secondary biotechnologically interesting metabo-
lites are released as consequence of the metabolic activities of
microorganisms cultivated on a moist solid porous matrix. The
water content does not exceed the water retention capacity of
the porous media, hence there is no dripping water filling the
inter-particle spaces, which in turn are filled with a continuous
gas-phase (Durand et al., 1998; Pandey, 1992).

In PBB for SSF, heat transfer studies are also essential, once it is
necessary to dissipate the metabolic heat generated by the respira-
tion of the microorganism along the cultivation, in order to main-
tain the ideal operational conditions for microbial growth and
consequent release and preservation of the interesting metabolites
(Mitchell et al., 2000). Concerning the airflow rates in SSF systems,
although higher airflow rates could be expected to improve
metabolically generated heat removal from inside the PBB during
the cultivations (Ghildyal et al., 1994), low airflow rates are usually
applied due to avoiding the drying of the porous media because of
air percolation, which might harm the microbial growth (Casciatori
et al., 2016).

The mathematical modeling of heat transfer mechanisms in
beds packed with particles from agricultural waste commonly used
as substrates in SSF and the simulation of such fermentative sys-
tems by solving the models are shown as useful tools for designing
and controlling SSF bioreactors. By means of modeling and simula-
tion, it is possible to predict thermal profiles and probable hot
spots along the cultivations, as well as to propose operational alter-
natives on how to avoid overheating within the PBBs (Casciatori
et al., 2016; Fanaei and Vaziri, 2009; Mitchell et al., 1999;
Sangsurasak and Mitchell, 1995a; 1995b; 1998; Saucedo-
Castañeda et al., 1990; Von Meien and Mitchell, 2002).

Such models depend fundamentally on the knowledge of the
thermal properties of the porous matrices used as substrates
and percolated by air. However, experimental information
required by the models are still scarce in literature (Ashley
et al., 1999), leading to the use of very hard considerations that
consequently give simulated results far from the experimental
ones. In this context, the current paper addresses the determina-
tion of the radial effective thermal conductivity (Kr) and of the
convective heat transfer coefficient wall-to-fluid (awall) in fixed
beds percolated by low airflow rates and packed with porous
matrices interesting to SSF, aiming to provide thermal parameters
values close to the experimental reality for the heat transfer mod-
els in SSF systems, aiming to increase the accuracy of simulation
of such processes.

Two porous matrices have been studied in the current paper:
the first one composed by sugarcane bagasse (SCB) and the second
one composed by a mixture of sugarcane bagasse (SCB), orange
pulp and peel (OPP) and wheat bran (WB) at proportion SCB:
OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w. The use of SCB in SSF is common and feasible
mainly in Brazil, where this by-product of sugar and alcohol indus-
try is abundant, and it has low commercial value (Soccol, 1995).
Besides the economic advantages, SCB is a good source of cellulosic
carbon, inducing the production of cellulolytic enzymes by the
microorganism cultivated, as well as it has a fibrous structure,
resulting in porous matrices with high porosity, which is desirable
in PBs applied to SSF because of allow appropriate supply of oxy-
gen to the microorganism within the bed.

The composed media SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w here studied was
employed by several authors to produce by SSF pectinolytic
enzymes, largely used in food industry, mainly citric juices indus-
tries (Martin et al., 2004, 2010; Umsza-Guez, 2009). Once there is a
great interest in the scale-up of this production, engineering stud-
ies giving support to the development of pilot and industrial biore-
actors are required, justifying the determination of thermal
parameters of beds packed with the agricultural waste chosen in
the current paper.

1.1. Effective thermal properties of porous media percolated by air

The effective thermal properties of a porous medium percolated
by air, such as Kr and awall studied in this paper, comprise several
heat transport mechanisms: heat conduction trough the solid par-
ticles, heat conduction trough the liquid stagnated in contact with
the particles, convection particle-fluid, thermal dispersion in fluid
phase, heat conduction between wall and particles and convection
wall-to-fluid (Laurentino, 2007; Thoméo, 1990). In general, such
effective thermal parameters are obtained by means of experimen-
tal spatial profiles of temperatures followed by non-linear param-
eters fitting.

There are two ways of modeling thermal phenomena in PBB:
the two-phase or heterogeneous or the single-phase or pseudo-
homogeneous approaches. The two-phase model comprises a
specific equation for each phase, by considering either solid and
gas phases have specific dynamics of heat transfer. However, this
model is difficult to be applied, due to the problems on the exper-
imental measurement of the temperature in each phase (Kunii and
Suzuki, 1967). With computational advances, many papers have
been published by applying CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
tools, which enables to estimate heat transfer coefficients by sim-
ulation employing the two-phase model, although it is not possible
to make experimental validation (Augier et al., 2010; Guardo et al.,
2005).

The one-phase model considers that, for a representative vol-
ume element of the pseudo-homogeneous medium, the tempera-
tures of both phases are the same, which simplifies the
experimental measurements, once it is enough to be measured
the fluid temperature for the thermal parameters of this model
can be determined. Controversial issues of this approach are the
level of details of the model (Coberly and Marshall, 1951; De
Wash and Froment, 1972; Dixon, 1985), the boundary conditions
of the energy balance (Dixon, 1985), the way of thermal coeffi-
cients estimative and the techniques of temperatures measure-
ments (Thoméo et al., 2004).

Among the first studies of heat transfer in cylindrical packed-
beds with monophasic flow, we find the one carried out by
Colburn (1931), who measured only average radial temperatures
at fluid inlet and outlet. With this, the author determined the glo-
bal coefficient of heat transfer (U), defined in Eq. (1):

R
2
GCp

dTavg
dz

¼ UðTavg� TwallÞ ð1Þ

where R is the total radius of the bed; G is the surface mass flux of
the percolating fluid and Cp its specific heat capacity; Tavg is the
dependent variable average radial temperature; z is the indepen-
dent variable axial position and Twall is the tube-wall temperature,
established by the cooling or heating jacket.
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The boundary condition usually employed to solve Eq. (1) is:

For z ¼ 0; T ¼ T0 ðflatÞ ð1aÞ
The analytical solution of Eq. (1) by applying the boundary con-

dition (1a) is given by Eq. (2):

ln
Tavg � Tp

T0 � Tp

� �
¼ 2U

RGCp
z ð2Þ

This formulation is one-dimensional, once it contemplates only
axial temperature profiles along the bed, being particularly useful
when radial temperature profiles are almost flat. Eq. (2) has prac-
tical application when it is intended to evaluate the total amount
of heat added to or removed from the bed, that it is possible by
using the global coefficient U.

However, for short beds, it has been observed that the average
temperatures calculated from this formulation were markedly dif-
ferent of the measured temperatures, once temperature radial pro-
files were non-flat (Coberly and Marshall, 1951). For such cases, it
has been proposed the two-dimensional formulation of the energy
balance or total energy equation, that provides a more detailed
thermal profile. For cylindrical beds, this formulation is given by
Eq. (3):

qVzCp
@T
@z

¼ Kr
1
r
@T
@r

þ @2T
@r2

 !
þ kz

@2T
@z2

 !
ð3Þ

where q is the density of the flowing fluid, Vz its axial surface veloc-
ity and Cp its specific heat capacity; r and z are variables positions
radial and axial, respectively; T is the variable temperature; and
Kr and kz are the effective thermal conductivities in radial and axial
directions, respectively.

Into Eq. (3), some assumptions are implicit: steady-state heat
transfer and cylindric symmetry of the thermal radial profile.
Although this equation is the most complete way of representing
the problem, the second derivative of T as a function of z decreases
very quickly with the increase of bed height, in a way that the axial
dispersion term as a whole (second term at right hand side of Eq.
(3)) becomes negligible in comparison to the radial dispersion term
(first term at right hand side of Eq. (3)). On this, usually the axial
dispersion of heat is neglected. Hence, it is eliminated the param-
eter kz, which is difficult to estimate due to this difference of mag-
nitude order of axial and radial thermal dispersions.

Therefore, the simplified energy equation is obtained, for which
the following boundary conditions are applied:

For z ¼ 0; T ¼ T0 ð3aÞ

For r ¼ 0;
@T
@r

¼ 0 ð3bÞ

For r ¼ R;�Kr
@T
@r

¼ awallðTwall � TRÞ ð3cÞ

where awall is the convective wall-to-fluid heat transfer coefficient;
TR is the temperature at r = R (interface porous matrix and tube-
wall); R is the total radius of the bed; Twall is the tube-wall temper-
ature, established by the cooling or heating jacket; and T0 is the
temperature of the air at z = 0 (bed-inlet).

The integration of the simplified energy equation with bound-
ary conditions (3a) to (3c) gives the traditional two-parameters
(Kr and awall) model (Coberly and Marshall, 1951), whose analyti-
cal solution is given in Eq. (4):

Twall � T
Twall � T0

¼
X1
n¼1

2NiJ0ðcnr=RÞ
½Ni2 þ k2n�J0ðcnÞ

exp � Krc2n
qVzCpR

2 z

" #
ð4Þ

where Ni = (awall R/Kr) is the modified Biot number; J0 is the 1st
specie and zero order Bessel function; and cn are the characteristic
eigen-values which satisfy the following transcendental equation,
where J1 is the 1st specie and 1st order Bessel function:

NiJ0 cnð Þ � cnJ1 cnð Þ ¼ 0 ð4aÞ
Several authors (De Wash and Froment, 1972; Dixon, 1985;

Smirnov et al., 2003; Thoméo, 1995) used Eq. (4) to determine val-
ues of Kr and awall by applying the non-linear minimum square
method. The same procedure will be followed in the current paper.
Those authors observed Kr depended on bed height, presenting
high values near the bed inlet and decaying asymptotically to a
constant value with the increase of bed height. For awall, the depen-
dence on bed height is not defined, once it presents high values
near bed inlet, but the decay is non-regular with bed height
increase. Generally, literature reports a linear dependence of both
parameters on the flowrate of the fluid (Tsotsas, 2010).
2. Material and methods

2.1. Particles

Sugar cane bagasse (SCB) and a mixture of SCB, orange pulp and
peel (OPP) and wheat bran (WB) at proportion SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2
w/w (composed medium) were the particles used in the composi-
tions of the porous matrices here studied.

The raw materials were abundantly washed with tap water to
remove filth and oven dried at 65 �C until constant weight. SCB
was kindly provided by Usina Vale (Onda Verde-SP, Brazil), an
industrial ethanol and sugar producer. Only fibers restrained
between 3 and 1.44 mm opening sieves were used. OPP was kindly
provided by Citrovita (Catanduva-SP, Brazil), an industrial orange
juice producer. This material was ground in knife mill and only
the particles restrained between 2 and 1.44 mm opening sieves
were used. WB was bought in a local retailer (Cerealista Alvorada,
São José do Rio Preto-SP, Brazil) and it was not sieved.

Randomly, 50 fibers of SCB were chosen for measurement with
a caliper. The mean value of the measurements of thickness of the
fibers resulted at the mean particle diameter dp = 0.177 mm
(±0.153 mm), used as characteristic dimension for the thermal
parameters calculations. This same value has been used for the
composed medium, once the volumetric fraction of the SCB fibers
is much higher than the one of OPP and WB.

2.2. Experimental set-up

The equipment constructed for this work is illustrated in Fig. 1a
and it is similar to experimental set-ups formerly used for heat
transfer studies in non-reactional PBs (Thoméo et al., 2004;
Thoméo and Freire, 2000; Thoméo and Grace, 2004). Air supplied
by a compressor percolated through the beds. The pressure in
the line was regulated by a pressure regulator equipped with a fil-
ter, which intercepted oil and dirt. The air flow rate was stablished
by a needle valve and monitored by a rotameter. Before entering in
the bed, the air temperature was adjusted by passing through a
column filled with glass beads placed within a thermostatic bath
at 40 �C. After percolating through the bed, the air was vented to
the atmosphere.

Fig. 1b shows the thermal measuring cell. The entrance section
was made of stainless-steel of 46.7 mm diameter and 90 mm
length. The heating section was composed of two concentric
stainless-steel tubes of 46.7 mm internal diameter (D) and 70
mm external diameter, both 210 mm in length. The annular space
between them was used as a jacket, through which water, kept at a
constant temperature of 65 �C by a thermostatic bath, was circu-
lated. Wall-temperature (Twall) was assumed constant and equal
to 65 �C, assured by metallic material of the thin internal wall of



Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: (a) Full-system for heat transfer analysis; (b) Measuring cell.
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the heating section, as well by high water flow rate through the
jacket.

2.3. Packing of the measuring cell

The entrance section was packed with glass beads of diameter
3 mm and it has been used to develop the air velocity profile. A
stainless-steel screen was fixed at the bottom of the entrance sec-
tion to support the pack. A grid with a mesh opening slightly smal-
ler than the glass beads diameter was employed.
The loose packing method described by Casciatori et al. (2014)
was used to densely pack the heating section, within which por-
tions of the particles of agro-industrial by-products (SCB and
SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w) were added and gently distributed uni-
formly across the bed surface area after each new addition until
a specified bed height has been reached (L = 60, 120 and 180 mm).

SCB, OPP and WB particles were moisturized (up to initial mois-
ture content of 70% w/w, wet basis) and mixed previously to the
packing of the composed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w within
the measuring cell. After packing, the bed was avoided to shake,
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preventing local heterogeneities that could appear in case smaller
and denser particles of OPP and WB segregate to the bottom of the
measuring cell. Preliminary tests of packing within a glass column
showed that OPP and WB particles did not sediment even after 5
days of air percolation and consequent drying (up to final moisture
content of around 5% w/w, wet basis). Despite the outflow of water
from the pack due to drying caused by undersaturated air percola-
tion, OPP and WB particles remained stick in between SCB fibers.
Constant bulk densities attested reproducibility of the packing on
tests and replicates (Casciatori et al., 2014).

2.4. Temperature measurement technique

Measurements of temperatures were made following the
widely used technique of thermocouples above the bed of parti-
cles. A set of thermocouples was placed above the top layer of par-
ticles, with the sensors located at different radial and angular
positions. Measuring the axial temperature profile via this tech-
nique required different bed heights.

A device composed of a wood shaft (15 mm in diameter and
200 mm in length), coupled to a sheathed thermocouple, carried
the temperature-measuring assemblies (see Fig. 2a). The first
temperature-measuring assembly was formed by five sheathed
copper-constantan thermocouples (T-type), each stainless-steel
sheath being 1.5 mm in outer diameter and 44.55 mm in length
(Fig. 2b). These thermocouples, located in five radial positions (r/
R = 0; 0.27; 0.56; 0.79 and 0.92), were held in place by a circular
nylon plate with large holes in cross (Fig. 2b). The central thermo-
couple (r/R = 0) was the one coupled to the wood shaft.

The other assembly was a ring-shaped sensor containing four
copper rings (Fig. 2c), with a copper-constantan thermocouple sol-
dered onto each ring (Fig. 2c). Each ring had a circular cross section
of 1.5 mm diameter. The concentric rings were kept in place by a
nylon frame in ‘‘Y-shape” (Fig. 2c). Their radial positions were
the same as those of the aligned thermocouples, except for the
extra central thermocouple (r/R = 0), that was again the one cou-
pled to the wood shaft. The wood shaft helped keeping both set
of sensors, aligned or ring-shaped, at the desired heights above
the beds.

Because Freiwald and Paterson (1992) reported problems of
heat conduction along the thermocouple assembly when it is
inside the bed for long periods, the assemblies in this work were
placed over the bed only 5 min before the definitive measurements
were taken. The distance of the sensor above the bed was kept at 5
mm, as recommended by Thoméo et al. (2004), although the
Fig. 2. Thermal sensors assemblies: (a) wood shaft coupled to the central sheathed therm
ring-shaped thermocouples.
authors also reported that the clearance between the bed surface
and temperature sensor did not influence temperature profiles
for high D/dp. In this work, D/dp � 50. When the aligned thermo-
couples were used, they were rotated 360� at intervals of 45�.

Keeping empty the measuring cell (i.e., with no pack within the
heating section), measurements of T0 for each air flow rate were
made by a radially inserted sheathed thermocouple at z = 0 and
r/R = 0 (Fig. 2b). Signals from all thermal sensors were collected
by a data acquisition system (Compaq DAQ, National Instruments,
Austin, USA) and sent for a computer to be processed by Lab View
8.5 software (National Instruments, Austin, USA).

2.5. Thermal experiments

Thermal experiments were carried out in duplicate, with defini-
tive measurements of temperatures being taken after steady-state
of heat transfer have been achieved. Steady-state was assumed
when equal temperatures at all radial and angular positions have
been registered after 1 h. In the case of the composed media SCB:
OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w, that had to be packed with high moisture con-
tent to avoid particles segregation (as mentioned in item 2.3),
steady-state thermal regimes have been achieved only some hours
after drying stopped.

Bed heights were L = 60, 120 and 180 mm and air flow rates
ranged from 400 to 1200 L/h, comprising air flow rates equivalent
to superficial velocities typically used in solid-state fermentation
bioreactors (Ghildyal et al., 1994).

2.6. Calculations of average temperatures and thermal parameters

The response variables were the radial temperatures at bed out-
let, TL = f(r), and the average radial temperatures (Tavg), obtained by
numerical integration of the experimental radial temperatures
profiles (TL) by means of the trapeze rule. The integrations have
been done by following three different ways: (a) taking points of
TL from r/R = 0 to 0.92 (central region); (b) taking points of TL from
r/R = 0 to 1 (assuming TL = 65 �C at the wall, r/R = 1) (full cross-
section); and (c) taking points from r/R = 0.92 to 1 (wall-vicinity).

The global coefficient of heat transfer (U) was calculated
directly from Eq. (2), employing for Tavg the values resulting of
the three different ways of integration, as described above. The
parameters awall and Kr were calculated by employing the tradi-
tional two-parameters model, given in Eq. (4). A Fortran language
program, already available and previously used by Thoméo and
Freire (2000), was used for fitting the model to the experimental
ocouple, guide of both thermal sensors assemblies; (b) aligned thermocouples; (c)
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data by using the non-linear least square method optimized by
Marquardt (1963) algorithm.
Fig. 3. Relation between air flow rate (AFR) and temperature at z = 0 (T0).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Inlet air temperature, T0

Although the air passed through a column filled with water and
glass beads placed within a thermostatic bath at 40 �C before flow-
ing into the bed, the steady-state temperatures registered by the
thermocouple radially inserted at position r/R = 0 and z = 0 (T0)
with the empty cell indicated that T0 values were always higher
than 40 �C, as shown in Table 1. As variation coefficients of five
replicates are lower than 1%, we may consider results
reproductible.

The radial insertion of the thermocouple is the reason why T0 >
40 �C. This is due to the so-called fin effect, already discussed by
Thoméo et al. (2004). The heat fin effect for radially inserted ther-
mocouple readings appears because heat is transferred from the
wall to the bed by the thermocouple sheath. The higher the air flow
rate, the more heat is dissipated by convection along the sheath.
Hence, fin effect decreases as air flow rate increase, and T0 gets clo-
ser 40 �C. To consider fin effect in thermal parameters estimation,
values from Table 1 were used for T0 in boundary conditions (1a)
and (3a) (z = 0) and in Eqs. (2) and (4).

A relation between T0 and air flow rate (AFR) have been estab-
lished by fitting of Eq. (5), with exponential decay of T0 with the
independent variable AFR:

T0 ¼ Tref þ 6:3expð�AFR=636:3Þ ð5Þ
where Tref is the reference temperature (40 �C, set in thermostatic
bath) and AFR is given in em L h�1. Fig. 3 presents the experimental
data and the fitted curve. At stagnant condition (AFR tends to zero),
T0 tends to 46.3 �C; at very high air flow rates (AFR tending to infin-
ity), T0 tends to Tref, which is according to the physical phenomenon
of convective cooling above discussed. Eq. (5) may be applied in
computational programs that require such relation.

3.2. Radial temperature profiles at bed outlet, TL = f(r)

The influence of air flow rate on the measured radial tempera-
tures at bed outlet, TL = f(r), was assessed using the aligned ther-
mocouples for PBs of SCB and both the aligned thermocouples
and the circular ring-shaped sensors for PBs of SCB:OPP:WB
1:2:2 w/w. Radial temperature profiles at bed outlet are shown
in Fig. 4a–c, for SCB, and in Fig. 5a–c, for composed medium, for
bed heights L = 60, 120 and 180 mm, respectively.

For PBs of SCB with L = 60 and 120 mm, temperature remains
almost constant nearby r/R = 0, with mild variation from the cen-
tral axis up to r/R = 0.56, especially for low air flow rates. The same
Table 1
Steady-state temperatures at z = 0 (T0) for airflow rates from 400 to 1200 L/h.

Airflow rate (L/h)

400 500

T0 (�C) Test 1 43.0 42.6
Test 2 43.0 42.8
Test 3 43.2 42.7
Test 4 43.6 43.3
Test 5 43.8 43.2

Average T0 (�C) 43.3 42.9
CV* (%) 0.8 0.7

* CV: coefficient of variation.
is true for PBs of SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w with L = 60 and 120 mm,
although, in a general way, radial temperature profiles were stee-
per for beds packed with the composed medium in comparison
to the ones packed with SCB only. Particularly for the PB of com-
posed medium with L = 180 mm, radial temperature profile was
pronounced from r/R = 0 to r/R = 0.92, with gradients superior to
10 �C. For all the cases, the higher the air flow rate, the lower TL,
once the bed was heated by the wall and cooled by the air
percolating.

In some cases, even with a new packing of the measuring cell
for the replications, thermocouples placed at r/R = 0.27 and 0.56
registered temperatures inferior to the one registered by the ther-
mal sensor placed at r/R = 0. These points contradict the expected
profile of decreasing temperatures from the wall to the center of
the bed, once the bed was heated by the wall. However, as thermal
profiles were flattened near central axis of the bed, temperature
differences at r/R = 0; 0.27 and 0.56 were lower than precision of
the sensors (±0.5 �C).

In the case of PBs of SCB, once thermal profiles of TL were
assessed using the aligned thermocouples, one might suspect that
fin effect could arise due to temperature gradient along the sheath.
As already mentioned, fin effect occurs when the sheath base and
the junction of a thermocouple are subjected to different temper-
atures, leading to heat conduction along the sheath and masking
the real value of the temperature (Bird et al., 2002). In the current
experiments, if fin effect had to be considered, we may concern
that it would be more significant for L = 180 mm, when the end
of the sheath containing the junction of the thermocouple stays
within the measuring cell, under jacket influence, and the other
end is exposed to room temperature. In order to check if the expo-
sure of the sheath to room temperature lead to non-negligible fin
effect in TL measurements, we performed some measurements in
600 800 1000 1200

42.3 41.6 41.4 41.3
42.5 41.6 41.3 41.2
42.4 41.9 41.2 41.0
42.6 41.9 41.1 40.9
42.7 41.9 41.0 40.8

42.5 41.8 41.2 41.0
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5



Fig. 4. Effect of air flow rate on measured TL of packed-beds of sugarcane bagasse:
(a) L = 60 mm; (b) L = 120 mm; (c) L = 180 mm.

Fig. 5. Effect of air flow rate on measured TL of packed-beds of composed medium
(SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w): (a) L = 60 mm; (b) L = 120 mm; (c) L = 180 mm.
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two situations for L = 180 mm. In first case, measurements were
done with the measuring cell open, with no extension (as usual);
in second case, an extension of a plastic tube with 10 cm length
was coupled to the top of the measuring cell, avoiding sudden
exposure to room temperature. For both the situations, thermal
profiles were coincident (data not shown), attesting that fin effect
over TL measurements could be neglected.
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For PBs of SCB, a more abrupt temperature variation is observed
when air flow rate changes from below 600 to above 800 L/h. This
gap in air flow rate has been assumed as the range of transition
from a predominant near-stagnant contribution to an equivalence
of static and dynamic contributions for heat transfer within the
packed-beds.

It is also observed that the nearest-wall measured temperature
(TL at r/R = 0.92) tended, in average, to values near to TR = 60 �C, for
beds of SCB, and to TR = 61 �C, for beds packed with the composed
medium, independent of bed length and air flow rate. Taking into
account that the distance from the most external thermal sensor
and the bed wall (assumed to be at Twall = 65 �C) was near 1 mm,
the temperature gradient in this region was very expressive (up
to 5 �C/mm). On this, we may infer that convective boundary con-
dition at r = R is the most appropriate to represent the physical
phenomenon near wall and that there is a high thermal resistance
between the wall and the edge of the porous matrices here studied.

These high temperature gradients near wall can be attributed to
the high porosity clearly observed at the region of contact between
the wall and the edge of the porous medium, especially the one
composed by SCB dry fibers. This high porosity near wall results
from a different level of packing caused by the physical presence
of the cell wall, the so-called wall effect (Thoméo et al., 2004;
Zotin, 1985). The structure of beds packed with thin wood chips
studied by Hamel and Krumm (2008) may be considered similar
to the ones of the beds packed with SCB dry fibers. According to
those authors, spatial oscillations of porosity of porous media
change interstitial air velocities, affecting heat transfer mecha-
nisms and resulting spatial variations of the thermal parameters
of PBs. Unlike reported by several authors for PBs of glass beads,
the porosity profile of PBs of irregular shaped and deformable par-
ticles are not properly oscillatory cushioned (Hamel and Krumm,
2008; Ridgway and Tarbuck, 1968; Zotin, 1985), but there is an
accentuated decrease for a constant value at a distance of only
0.5 dp. In this short gap, porosity is very high, favoring preferential
air flow near the wall, the so-called channeling effect, that allows
the formation of a boundary layer of heat transfer and justifies
the use of the convective boundary condition at r = R, as well as
leads to higher temperature gradients. For the PBs of SCB:OPP:
WB 1:2:2 w/w, channeling effect was less significant, due to the
presence of particles of OPP and WB in between SCB fibers. OPP
and WB particles are smaller and more regular than SCB fibers,
hence they provide a better contact between the edge of the pack
of composed medium and the wall, disturbing the formation of a
proper channel near to the wall. Fig. 6a–c presents upper view of
PBs of wood chips, of SCB and of SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w, respec-
tively, where the above discussed similarities and differences of
the channels formed near tube-wall in each case can be clearly
seen.
Fig. 6. Upper view of beds packed with different particles: (a) wood chips (extracted from
OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w).
3.3. Average temperatures at bed outlet, Tavg

For PBs of SCB, Fig. 7a–c present average temperatures at bed
outlet (Tavg) as a function of the air flow rate parametrized by
bed length and referring, respectively, to integrations over: (a) cen-
tral region of the bed; (b) full cross-section of the bed; (c) wall-
vicinity region of the bed. The same are shown by Fig. 8a–c for
PBs of the composed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w.

Fig. 7a and b and Fig. 8a and b show Tavg increasing with the
increase in bed length. Same trend is not indicated by Fig. 7c and
Fig. 8c, that instead show that Tavg at wall-vicinity does not depend
on bed height, for both PBs of SCB and of composed medium. This
is due to this region to be almost a gap or a channel, within which
temperatures are kept near Twall. In general, Tavg is more dependent
on air flow rate than on bed length; the higher the air flow rate, the
lower Tavg, due to convective cooling by air flow.

Comparing the pairs of Fig. 7a and b and Fig. 8a and b, it is seen
that the dependence of Tavg on air flow rate was similar for integra-
tions over the central region and over the full cross-section of the
beds. For integration over the full cross-sections, Tavg is around 1 �C
higher than for integration up to r/R = 0.92, once the highest tem-
perature of the system (Twall, assumed equal to 65 �C) is inserted
for the integration up to r/R = 1 (tube-wall).

On the other hand, Fig. 7c and Fig. 8c reveals that Tavg values at
wall-vicinity were considerably higher, 5–8 �C above the values
observed for central region or full cross-section of the beds. Such
result confirms that, near tube-wall, heat transfer mechanism is
predominantly convective. As already suggested by Gunn et al.
(1987), it may be interesting to determine heat transfer coefficients
specifically for wall-vicinity, separately of effective thermal param-
eters associated with heat transfer across the full cross-section.

Also, Tavg values at wall-vicinity are almost the same for PBs of
SCB (Fig. 7c) and of composed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w
(Fig. 8c), what will be reflected in global coefficient (U), despite
the channeling effect is less pronounced for the composed
medium.

3.4. Global coefficients of heat transfer, U

For PBs of SCB, Fig. 9a–c present global coefficients of heat
transfer (U) as a function of the air flow rate parametrized by
bed length and referring, respectively, to values obtained by using,
in Eq. (2), Tavg resulting of integrations over: (a) central region of
the bed; (b) full cross-section of the bed; (c) wall-vicinity region
of the bed. The same are shown by Fig. 10a–c for PBs of the com-
posed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w.

In general, for both porous matrices, the higher bed length, the
lower U; this is in accordance with the definition of this parameter,
which is based on classical Newton’s definition for convective heat
Smirnov et al., 2003); (b) sugarcane bagasse dry fibers; (c) composed medium (SCB:



Fig. 7. Average temperatures at outlet of beds of sugarcane bagasse referring to integrations over: (a) central region of the bed; (b) full cross-section of the bed; (c) wall-
vicinity region of the bed.
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transfer coefficients of fluids flowing inside tubes (Bird et al.,
2002). It is also observed that U values were very close for calcula-
tions based on Tavg calculated from r/R = 0 to 0.92 or to 1 (pairs of
Fig. 9a and b for SCB and Fig. 10a and b for composed medium),
because the five experimental points integrated over 92% of the full
cross-section minimized the influence of the sixth point r/R = 1, T
= Twall = 65 �C (assumption).

This global heat transfer coefficient U may be also calculated by
correlations similar to the ones employed for convective heat
transfer coefficients, as shown in Eq. (6):

Ud

Uf
¼ ARebPrc ð6Þ

where Uf is the global coefficient of heat transfer in the empty tube;
Ud is the dynamic global coefficient in the packed-bed; Re is Rey-
nolds number; Pr is Prandtl number of the flowing fluid and A, b
and c are fitting constants (Bird et al., 2002). Hence, if U increase
when air flow rate increase, it means that dynamic contribution is
important. In the current paper, dynamic contribution has been sig-
nificant only for L = 60 mm, i.e., for short beds.

Concerning U values at wall-vicinity (Fig. 9c and Fig. 10c,
respectively, for PBs of SCB and of SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w), they
clearly increase linearly with air flow rate. Hence, dynamic effects
of heat transfer shows to be more expressive near tube-wall,
resulting much higher U values (2–3-fold) in comparison to U
obtained for the full cross-section, especially for the shorter beds
and the higher air flow rates. Therefore, it is convenient to work
with separate global coefficients for wall-region and core-region
of the beds, or using a model with two regions in order to better
represent heat transfer in packed-beds of materials like the agri-
cultural waste here studied.

In Table 2, U calculated for full cross-section and wall-vicinity in
PBs of SCB and of composed mediumwith L = 60 mm are presented
and statistically compared. Replications refer to the use of Tavg cal-
culated based on radial temperature profiles obtained in duplicate
of independent experiments. For U referring to the full cross-



Fig. 8. Average temperatures at outlet of beds of composed medium referring to integrations over: (a) central region of the bed; (b) full cross-section of the bed; (c) wall-
vicinity region of the bed.
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section, both sources of variations air flow rate and type of porous
medium played significant effect on U (significance level a = 0.05),
with Ucomposed medium < USCB. This result is due to thermal gradients
to be lower for SCB than for composed medium. In order to repre-
sent a more intense heat transfer in PBs of composed medium,
their U have to be smaller. On the other hand, variance analysis
showed that type of porous medium did not affect significantly U
at wall-vicinity, once temperatures at r/R = 0.92 were almost the
same for both porous matrices. Also, air flow rate affects more
strongly U at wall-vicinity. For bed heights L = 120 and 180 mm,
same results for this comparison have been found (data not
shown).

Although radial temperature profiles were a bit steeper for PBs
of composed medium, the use of U may still be appropriate to pre-
dict global quantity of energy to be added to or removed from
solid-state fermentation bioreactors. However, for L = 180 mm
and air flow rate 800 L/h, temperature difference from r/R = 0 to
0.92 was near 10 �C, making inadequate the use of U, that assumes
flat radial temperature profile. Moreover, the one-dimensional
model may be not appropriate for simulations of fermentative pro-
cesses, once there may be a hot spot due to heat generation within
a jacketed packed-bed, requiring a two-dimensional model and
parameters like Kr and awall for better predictions of heat removal
from hot spots.
3.5. Thermal parameters of the two-dimensional model, Kr and awall

Thermal parameters Kr and awall estimated employing the tra-
ditional two-parameters model (Eq. (4)) are shown in Tables 3 and
4 for PBs of SCB and of SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w, respectively. The
calculated relationKr/k0 is also presented, where k0 is the stagnant
effective thermal conductivity, whose values have been taken from
Casciatori et al. (2013), that presented stagnant effective thermal
conductivities of beds packed with the same porous matrices used
in the current work.



Fig. 9. Global coefficient U at outlet of beds of sugarcane bagasse referring to Tavg integrated over: (a) central region of the bed; (b) full cross-section of the bed;
(c) wall-vicinity region of the bed.
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As it may be seen on Tables 3 and 4, Kr presented a trend of
increasing with increasing air flow rates and of decreasing with
the increase of bed height, as already reported in literature (De
Wash and Froment, 1972; Dixon, 1985; Thoméo, 1995), although
with inert porous matrices and not with such low air flow rates.
At the lower air flow rates here employed, Kr/k0 ? 1 for beds with
L = 180 mm, for both porous matrices.

Dixon et al. (1978) and Dixon (1997) separated Kr into to con-
tributions, one static and one dynamic, as shown in Eq. (7a):

Kr
kf

¼ k0
kf

þ kdRePr
GCpdp

ð7aÞ

where kf is the molecular thermal conductivity of the fluid and Cp

its specific heat capacity; kd is the effective thermal conductivity
due to the dynamic contribution; Pr is Prandtl number; G is the
air mass flux and Re is Reynolds number, given by Eq. (7b):

Re ¼ Vz dp

ma
ð7bÞ
where dp is the mean particle diameter; ma is the kinematic viscos-
ity of the air and Vz is its axial surface velocity.

It is possible to affirm that, in the case of the PBs studied in the
current work under the here chosen operational conditions, static
component was predominant over Kr on the heat transfer resis-
tance, making Kr ? k0. For short beds, this effect is less pro-
nounced, once heat transfer is very intense and the formation of
a boundary layer near tube wall disturbs Kr values.

The heat transfer model for SSF in PBBs proposed by
Sangsurasak and Mitchell (1998) makes the following assumptions
for the effective thermal conductivity parameter, Eqs. (8a) and
(8b):

Kr ¼ kz ¼ kbed ð8aÞ
kbed ¼ ð1� �Þkparticles þ �kf ð8bÞ

where e is bed porosity and kparticles is the thermal conductivity of
the particles of substrate.



Fig. 10. Global coefficient U at outlet of beds of composed medium referring to Tavg integrated over: (a) central region of the bed; (b) full cross-section of the bed; (c) wall-
vicinity region of the bed.

Table 2
Global heat transfer coefficient (U) of packed-beds of sugarcane bagasse (SCB) and of composed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w (L = 60 mm; a* = 0.05).

Air flow rate (L/h) U (r/R = 0 to 1) U (r/R = 0.92 to 1)

SCB SCB:OPP:WB SCB SCB:OPP:WB

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

400 18.12 15.94 17.66 15.74 37.17 33.88 38.13 37.17
600 22.11 21.07 20.56 18.44 50.51 49.49 49.49 48.52
800 23.70 25.14 21.53 18.58 63.13 68.20 57.86 57.86

Source of variation GL F Valor P F Valor P

Porous medium 1 5.96 0.041** 1.67 0.233
Air flow rate 2 11.73 0.004** 71.15 0.000**

(p � a = 0.05)
Error 8
Total 11

* a: significance level.
** Source of variation plays significant effect on U (p-value < a).
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Based on classical definitions of heat transfer, Eq. (8a) is equiv-
alent to the definition of k0. Hence, the assumptions of Sangsurasak
and Mitchell (1998) could be contested, once the axial and the
radial components of the thermal conductivity tensor are not nec-
essarily equal each other neither equal to the stagnant value, once
the dynamic contribution over Kr (second term at the right



Table 3
Estimated thermal parameters effective thermal conductivity in radial direction (Kr) and wall-to-fluid convective heat transfer coefficient (awall) for packed-beds of sugarcane
bagasse (SCB) and calculated relation Kr/k0 (k0 = stagnant effective thermal conductivity).

Bed height (mm) Air flow rate (L/h) Kr (W/m/�C) awall (W/m2/�C) Kr/k0

60 400 0.09 16.49 1.5
500 0.21 38.77 3.5
600 0.25 38.66 4.2
800 0.25 46.22 4.2
1000 0.23 53.95 3.9
1200 0.34 51.76 5.7

120 400 0.11 23.43 1.9
500 0.12 23.42 2.0
600 0.13 25.26 2.2
800 0.13 24.47 2.2
1000 0.13 29.20 2.2
1200 0.14 33.73 2.4

180 400 0.06 7.26 1.0
500 0.07 9.30 1.2
600 0.08 10.69 1.3
800 0.07 10.74 1.2
1000 0.08 12.34 1.3
1200 0.08 16.09 1.3

Table 4
Estimated thermal parameters Kr and awall for packed-beds of composed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w and calculated relation Kr/k0.

Bed height (mm) Air flow rate (L/h) Kr (W/m/�C) awall (W/m2/�C) Kr/k0

60 400 0.06 35.39 0.9
600 0.13 49.56 2.0
800 0.14 52.25 2.1

120 400 0.10 34.28 1.5
600 0.11 46.34 1.7
800 0.12 48.87 1.9

180 400 0.06 28.59 1.0
600 0.08 36.53 1.3
800 0.09 44.49 1.3

Table 5
Values of awall coefficient from literature.

Particles G
(kg/m2/s)

awall

(W/m2/�C)
Reference

Porcelain beads 0.2 65 Tsotsas (2010)
Glass beads 0.4 302 Hamel and Krumm (2008)

0.9 462
Sugarcane bagasse 0.2 12 Current work
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hand-side of Eq. (7a)) would be neglected. However, according to
the findings of the current work, we may concern this assumption
as a feasible approach for SSF processes in PBBs, since Kr � k0 for
the low air flow rates typical of SSF systems.

In PBBs of SSF, many times the air flow rates employed lead to
surface velocities even lower than the ones here studied. Umsza-
Guez (2009), for instance, has found better results of pectinolytic
enzymes production by SSF in a packed-bed with cross-section
diameter 76.2 mm using air flow rate 120 L/h. Milagres et al.
(2004) found the air flow rate of 48 L/h as optimal for xylanase pro-
duction using SCB as substrate. Such low surface velocities,
although to be necessary to avoid substrate drying, result in a very
poor heat exchange due to the dynamic contribution of heat trans-
fer in packed-beds with fluid flow, leading to uncommonly low val-
ues of the effective thermal parameters, mainly when the porous
matrices are constituted by particles from agricultural waste.

Concerning awall, the same trend of Kr with increasing air flow
rate and increasing bed height have been observed. However, val-
ues of awall found in the current work were very low when com-
pared to results from literature (Legawiec and Ziólkowski, 1995;
Thoméo, 1990) for similar air flow rates (see Table 5). Such low val-
ues reiterate that there is an appreciable convective resistance
between the tube wall and the edge of the porous media composed
by SCB and by SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w. In general, awall values
were higher for PBs of SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w than for PBs of
SCB, which is attributed to the already discussed structural differ-
ences between both porous matrices. Smaller particles of WB and
of OPP are supposed to fill the void spaces among SCB fibers, lead-
ing to an increase of the turbulence at the near-wall region, as well
as breaking the boundary layer. As a result, awall reached higher
values for the beds of composed medium, suggesting a slightly
lower (although still appreciable) convective thermal resistance
near tube-wall, in comparison with beds of SCB.

Moreover, since awall is strongly dependent on the packing con-
ditions near the wall, as already mentioned, it is therefore to be
expected that its value could change appreciably if the bed was
packed differently, for instance by a different person. This issue
is especially pressing in narrow packed-beds, like the one used in
the current paper. Hence, how repeatable are these experiments
could be an important question. According to Casciatori et al.
(2014), that deeply studied and reported experimental data of sev-
eral structural properties of beds packed with the same agro-
industrial solid by-products applicable to solid-state fermentation
also here employed, the reproducibility of the packings is guaran-
teed. Those authors mention that, even though the accommodation
of particles when producing loose packs depends on the operator,
the experimental error observed using that packing technique was
low (variation coefficient lower than 2%), hence the technique
could be considered reproducible.

In Table 6, Kr for PBs of SCB and of composed medium with
L = 60 mm are presented and statistically compared. Replications
refer to parameters estimation based on radial temperature



Table 6
Kr of packed-beds of sugarcane bagasse and of composed medium SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2
w/w (L = 60 mm; a* = 0.05).

Air flow rate (L/h) Kr (W/m/�C)

Sugarcane bagasse Composed medium

Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 1 Replicate 2

400 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05
600 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.17
800 0.25 0.22 0.14 0.22

Source of variation Degree of freedom f-statistic p-value

Air flow rate 2 22.25 0.001**

Porous medium 1 6.99 0.030**

Error 8
Total 11

* a: significance level.
** Source of variation plays significant effect on Kr (p-value < a).
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profiles obtained in duplicate of independent experiments. Both
source of variations, air flow rate and type of porous medium,
played significant effect on Kr (significance level a = 0.05). Vari-
ance analysis confirmed thatKr composed medium <Kr SCB. Radial tem-
perature profiles were more defined for composed medium, with
higher thermal gradient between r/R = 0.0 and 0.92. Considering
Fourier’s law for heat conduction,Kr of the beds of composed med-
ium had to be smaller than Kr of beds of SCB in order to compen-
sate the higher thermal gradients found in the beds of SCB:OPP:WB
1:2:2 w/w. For bed heights L = 120 and 180 mm, same results for
this comparison have been found (data not shown).

Finally, in Table 7, confidence intervals (CIs 95% confidence
level) are presented for estimated parameters Kr and awall for
PBs of SCB and of composed medium with L = 60 mm, in order to
show the goodness of the estimation of the parameters by using
the traditional two-parameters model (Eq. (4)). According to a
parametric sensitivity study developed by Sklivaniotis et al.
(1988), Kr depends on temperature data obtained in the central
region of the bed to be well-estimated, while awall depends on tem-
perature data obtained in the region near the tube-wall. The flat-
tening of the radial temperature profiles, especially for the PBs of
SCB, harmedKr estimation, explaining why CIs are broader for this
porous medium, in comparison with SCB:OPP:WB 1:2:2 w/w. Sim-
ilarly, the convergence of the thermal profiles to a same tempera-
ture near tube-wall harmed awall estimations for PBs of SCB,
leading to broad CIs for the estimated values, while for PBs of com-
posed medium the CIs were narrower, but still of same order of
magnitude of the parameter estimated. On the above, comparing
the two-dimensional with the one-dimensional model, a good
choice for studying and modeling heat transfer in packed-beds of
agricultural waste applicable to solid-state fermentation might
be to employ the one-dimensional model with two regions, deter-
mining global coefficients separately for central region of the beds
and for wall-vicinity. With this, it is possible to make simulations
by using a simple and mathematically easy model that may bring
Table 7
Confidence intervals (CI 95%) of the parameters estimated (L = 60 mm).

Air flow rate (L/h) Sugarcane bagasse

Kr (W/m/�C)
(CI 95%)

awall (W/
(CI 95%)

400 0.09 (±0.04) 16.49 (±9
600 0.25 (±0.12) 38.66 (±2
800 0.25 (±0.14) 46.22 (±3
satisfactory results for temperature rises predictions in such
bioreactors.

Furthermore, considering the needs of detailed CFD modelling
of flows in porous media like the packed-beds of the present work,
it is not possible to use the parameter awall embedded at the ther-
mal boundary condition at r = R. The Navier-Stokes mass and
momentum conservation balances, added of additional balances
for heat transfer, are solved from the core to the edge of the porous
media, while the boundary layer and the wall are out of the domain
of the solution. Hence, appropriate boundary conditions must be
either Dirichlet (fixed temperature) or Neumann (fixed heat flux)
(Dixon and Nijemeisland, 2001). However, awall may be useful as
an output parameter for, jointly with experimental thermal pro-
files, validate CFD simulations.

Anyhow, the interpretations of awall in the context of CFD or in
the current paper are not the same. In the present approach, awall is
a lumped parameter that addresses the extra resistance near the
wall when the bed is viewed as a single-phase continuum
(pseudo-homogeneous model); in practice, temperature differ-
ences between the fluid and the solid phases are neglected. The
use of the convective boundary condition helps to explain the mea-
sured ‘temperature jump’ near the wall (Logtenberg et al., 1999). In
CFD, it is possible to resolve heat transfer in parallel for fluid and
solid phases. As a general practice, the heat transfer coefficients
are used as discussed in the review paper of Deen et al. (2014).
In summary, it is possible to increase complexity further in CFD
simulations, but then the particulate phase must be resolved in
detail, specifying contact area and contact heating at these posi-
tions. Once the particles composing porous media applied to SSF
are usually highly non-regular in shape and size, making difficult
the definition of an appropriate mesh for CFD application, the clas-
sical approaches here studied, either the traditional two-
parameters or even the one-dimensional model, may still work
quite well.
4. Conclusions

The analysis of radial temperature profiles at outlet of beds
packed with particles of agricultural waste typically used as sub-
strates in solid-state fermentation packed-bed bioreactors makes
to presume that dissipating reactional or metabolically generated
heat from within those bioreactors is a challenge due to the com-
bination of two main factors that disfavor heat transfer: low effec-
tive thermal conductivity and low wall-to-fluid convective
coefficient of heat transfer. The low air flow rates, that have to
be employed in order to avoid drying of the porous media, make
both thermal conductive and convective coefficients to be near
stagnant heat transfer parameters. Additionally, the agro-
industrial waste are naturally non-conductive materials. The
parameters estimated in the current paper can be used for more
realistic predictions of thermal fields in solid-state fermentation
processes conducted in bioreactors packed with the studied mate-
rials and percolated by low air flow rates.
Composed medium

m2/�C) Kr (W/m/�C)
(CI 95%)

awall (W/m2/�C)
(CI 95%)

.94) 0.06 (±0.01) 35.39 (±20.26)
4.54) 0.13 (±0.01) 49.57 (±25.16)
7.28) 0.14 (±0.03) 52.25 (±7.33)
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